Dear Limo User!

Hereby we would like to inform you that the MOL Limo Service General Terms of Contract (hereinafter: GTC) is changing as of **19th Jan 2022**. In the frame of these changes, points 2; 7; 7.1.8; 7.1.21; 7.2.2.1; 7.2.9.1; 7.2.11; 7.7.4; 10.2.3. and Annex 3 of the GTC will be changed.

Below we have compiled the most important changes and novelties for you so that it’s easier to understand:

**National highway ’sticker’ for our premium cars**

**Premium service for our premium cars!** From now on, our Mercedes A, Mercedes CLA, Mercedes CLA Shooting Brake, Hyundai Kona, BMW i3 and Opel Combo models have an annual highways sticker valid for the whole country, so you no longer need to buy it separately if you are travelling far with any of these cars, anywhere in the country. Please note, that on our non-premium models (Smart fortwo, Smart forfour, Kia Picanto, Volkswagen Up, Volkswagen e-Up, Fiat 500), you’ll still only find a Pest County highway sticker - so if you use toll roads outside the county, you’ll still have to take care of the vignette. *(GTC 7.1.21., 7.7.4.)*

**Unlock fee**

In order to continuously provide the **2 x 25 minutes free booking time** without increasing our minute rates, we are introducing the unlock fee with effect from 19th Jan 2022, which is for our maingrade models (Smart fortwo, Smart forfour, Kia Picanto, Volkswagen Up, Volkswagen e-Up, Fiat 500) means an additional fee of **HUF 100**, for our premium models (Mercedes A, Mercedes CLA, Mercedes CLA Shooting Brake, Hyundai Kona, BMW i3, Opel Combo) **HUF 150** at the start of each trip, which is added to the total amount of the trip. If you cancel your booking without unlocking the car, no fee will be charged. *(GTC 2., 7.2.9.1., Annex 3)*

**Pre-booking (delivery) fee**

If you’d like to pre-order a fully charged, cleaned, fancy-schmancy Limo, within the homezone, by the given time - we will solve it, the pre-booking fee is HUF 10,000 from January 19th. *(GTC 7.1.2.1., Annex 3)*

**Daily fee change for our non-premium models**

The **maximum daily fee** for our Kia Picanto, Smart forfour, Volkswagen Up, Volkswagen eUp and Fiat 500 cars will increase to **HUF 11,999** for our monthly-fee users (HUF 14,999 as an occasionnal user). Annex 3 of the GTC has been amended accordingly. The maximum daily fee will continue to be charged every 24 hours from the time of booking, not per calendar day. Please note that the change only affects the **maximum daily rate**, the **per-minute rates for cars will remain unchanged**. *(Annex 3)*
**CASCO changes, if you cause an accident**

The terms and conditions of the CASCO insurance will be amended with effect from 19 January 2022, in the framework of which the deductible of the CASCO insurance will still be 10% of the total amount of the damage, but will change to a minimum of HUF 300,000. If the value of the damage is lower than the amount of the CASCO insurance deductible, only the actual repair costs are payable. **If the accident is not your fault, these changes still don't apply to you of course!**

(GTC 7.1.8., 7.2.11)

**Penalty changes for your safety**

Effective January 19, 2022, the following penalty items will increase to filter out the most problematic cases. We hope that we will not have to collect these and that they will have a deterrent effect:

- Penalty for DUI (driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs) - **HUF 300,000** (GTC 7.2.11., 10.2.3., Annex 3)
- Handing over the rented passenger vehicle to an unauthorised person - **HUF 300,000** (GTC 7.2.11., 10.2.8., Annex 3)
- Fee payable for causing delays in insurance related case processing - **HUF 300,000** (GTC 7.2.11., 10.2.15., Annex 3)

The full text of the aforementioned GTC amended as above can be found on the website of MOL Limitless Mobility Kft. by clicking [here](#).

Please be informed as well that Annex 1 of the GTC, the Privacy Policy is **not changing** in frame of this GTC change.

**Should You further use the Service following the coming into effect of the GTC, this will be considered as Your acceptance of the GTC with the amended rules.**

Should You not wish to further use the Service, You are entitled to request the deletion of Your User Account and thus terminate without the need for justification the Framework Agreement concluded for the usage of the Service. The Framework Agreement shall terminate with the deletion of Your User Account. The termination request may be sent via e-mail, or via post with registered mail to the following address:

Via e-mail to: info@mollimo.hu
Via post to: MOL Limitless Mobility Kft.
1117 Budapest, Október huszonharmadika u. 18.
You can also get information about the changes at the info@mollimo.hu e-mail address, call our Customer Service at +36 1 886 4444 or visit our webpage at mollimo.hu/hu/legal